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JACKET REQUIRED:
THE PEOPLE

DARREN BROWN
Sales director, Overland Shoes
showing G.H.Bass & Co
ROBIN BOLTON
Account manager, Hunter
Why has Hunter chosen now for its first
showing at Jacket Required?
I’ve only been with the brand since January, so
it’s a fresh start for me, and there are big plans
and big investment in the label. Everyone
knows Hunter for the traditional wellies, but
we’re now moving more into apparel – keeping
the DNA of the brand. So there’s a lot of
rubber jersey and rubber-touch down jackets.
It’s about getting the brand noticed more, and
getting buyers to come and see what we are
now doing, and to touch and feel and see the
quality of the new products.
What else is there?
There are bags and hats, and rubberised
boots with more contemporary styling. The
more traditional boots are big for festivals, but
what we’re trying to do is move into more of
a lifestyle range, hence why we’ve now got a
rubberised lace-up and a rubberised Chelsea
boot style, which will retail for £85. It gives us
another point of entry into the market.
What’s special about the outerwear?
It’s 100 per cent waterproof with taped
seams. There’s a windbreaker with a rubber
jersey lining, so it’s softer to wear and there’s
venting in the back and under the arms so
it’s breathable as well. There’s also a vinyl
raincoat, which has had a good response, as
has the fishtail parka, which will retail at £280.
There’s also another “ladsy” parka style that
has had a great reaction and will retail at £260.
The collection is small at the moment, but it’s
only going to get bigger.
—

What’s new with G.H.Bass & Co?
Overland Shoes has taken the licence for
Europe, and we’re designing the collection.
We’ve dug right through the archive. The
brand dates back to 1876, starting with handsewn moccasins. One of the original tag
lines for the brand, dating back to the 50s
catalogues, was “boots for hard service”.
They featured “razor” soles, which we’ve
reintroduced. Everyone thinks the razor sole
is a relatively new concept, but we’ve got
a catalogue from 1957 where it is featured
on the outdoor boots. The leather and oiled
suede engineer’s boot we’re introducing for
a/w 15 is quite special. We’ve tweaked and
mixed some patterns from archive footwear.
Which other areas of the back catalogue
have you looked at?
There’s a product area called Sportoccasins.
In 1938 the US golf team won its first Walker
Cup, with five out of the nine players wearing
Bass Sportoccasins. Aviation boots for the US
Army, protecting from extreme cold, came
before that – and also during WWII, so we’ve
had a lot to look at aside from the Weejuns,
which the brand is best known for.
So what’s the strategy now?
We believe that to be a true shoe brand
you’ve got to have other categories in the
range. But, also, the Weejuns have become a
sub-category within the brand. We’ve looked
at the archive of the Weejuns, and we’ve found
what was called the “Weejun tie”, a lace-up
shoe with a leather sole from the 60s. We’ve
now taken the “Weejun tie” and introduced
a lightweight crepe sole, so we’ve got plenty
of newness going on to take us to a different
level and give us wider appeal.
—
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The busiest edition of Jacket Required to date, the show was buzzing with buyers and brands alike.
Positivity within the industry was also in the air, as Tom Bottomley discovered from some
key exhibitors.
—

HOLLY GISELLE HILDEN
Sales manager, Brand Progression
FRASER TREWICK
Owner, Hawksmill Denim Co
How long has the brand been in the making?
It’s been around 18 months. I teamed up with
Tony Smith, who’s been working in production
for various brands for some 20 years. We’ve
been friends for a long time, going back
to when we worked together on own-label
product when I was at Urban Outfitters. When
I finished at Nudie Jeans, two years ago, I was
determined to do my own brand. We were
doing some consultancy work for an American
factory in Tennessee and, through a lot of
the development work and what I learned
about vintage machinery there, we decided
that nobody was really making a premium
jean in Europe. So we bought up a load of old
machines, ship them to Portugal and started
making a jean of a premium nature as they do
in Japan. They start at £115 retail for a Cone
Mills non-selvedge denim.
What else is there in the line?
There are work jackets, a jersey varsity jacket,
a two-button blazer in a British twill fabric
and a piece based on a WWII U.S.N jacket –
updated and made to look cleaner and more
utilitarian. There are also denim jackets, indigo
tees and sweats and striped options. We’ve
generally kept it clean and classic, giving
people no reason not to buy it. I didn’t want to
do anything that was overstated design-wise.
I just wanted to make simple things well. The
reaction has been good and I’ve picked up
quite a few key accounts so far.
—

What has Brand Progression brought to the
show?
We’ve brought 16 brands, including a new one
from Italy called Nemen, and its collaboration
with Acronym. We’ve also got Uniformes
Generale, a new label from the UK. Because
it’s so new, we’re showing their s/s 15 line,
but we will be selling pre-season next time.
Everything we’ve got here from Uniformes
Generales is available for delivery over the
next couple of months. The price points are
very commercial and it’s had a really good
reaction, with quite a few international stores
looking at it.
So is the show drawing in more international
buyers?
Yes, I think there is increasing momentum
driving an international audience to Jacket
Required. We’ve seen a lot more European
accounts this time than in previous seasons. In
general, there’s a real buzz to the show. It’s the
busiest show we’ve done all season for sure,
and not just because of UK buyers. Everyone
seems in a good mood!
What other new brands are you showing?
We’re launching Rose & Rose – scarves and
headwear made in England, and it’s had a
fantastic reaction. MP socks from Denmark
is another new one for us, as is Hestra
gloves from Sweden, which was founded in
1936. Then there’s Kaibosh sunglasses from
Norway, which we launched last summer.
The collection is really strong. There’s
definitely a Scandinavian theme going on with
us at the moment.
—

DAVID BUTLER
Creative director, The Butler
Company, showing Chippewa
ED FIFE
Partner, Index London
You’ve taken a whole corner, so what brands
have you got here?
We’ve got Baracuta, Spiewak, B.D. Baggies,
Engineered for Motion, Millican bags and
Spektre sunglasses. The show has been
nothing short of fantastic – really positive.
People are actually coming here to work. I
think there are more UK buyers than before,
because they didn’t necessarily travel to the
shows in Florence or Berlin, or wherever. So
I think they’ve come to see the brands that
they wouldn’t have seen otherwise. There’s
a great opportunity to buy into some quality
brands here, and it’s much busier. This season
in general feels a lot more positive. Buyers are
taking it seriously.
What’s had the best reaction?
Spiewak is certainly gaining more attention.
The fact that the price points are attractive,
especially given the quality, and that it can sit
underneath the higher-end brands such as
Woolrich and Canada Goose, is a factor. The
Spiewak parkas retail at more like £415, but
there’s also the top-tier Golden Fleece, which
goes up to £675 retail. It’s all made in New York
City, so the price points are higher, but it’s a
premium product. Spiewak still manufactures
for the US Army, Air Force and Navy, so it has
an authenticity that people want.
—

You were a late signing for the show, what
spurred the move?
It hadn’t really hit my radar before. Historically
I’ve always been pretty reluctant to do
London shows. This for me is the first time
since I can remember where I felt something
had got enough momentum to make it
credible and worthwhile doing. The brand mix
is really impressive, and it’s a good fit for the
Chippewa brand.
How has Chippewa been received?
It’s been fantastic. It’s surpassed all my
expectations in terms of connecting us with
potential new retailers of the highest calibre.
It’s supplied many contacts which we shall
be following up. It was also a good chance to
catch up with existing Chippewa customers.
It gives them the confidence in us, showing
that we are in the right place and we know
what we’re doing. It also fits in really well with
Chippewa’s global positioning. We’ve been at
shows like Liberty in Las Vegas, and Jacket
Required now complements it. I have total
commitment to do the next one, and hopefully
I shall be bringing some other brands to
the mix.
Any particular styles that have been picked
up on by buyers?
The
signature
Chippewa
lace-to-toe
Bridgemen boot has really struck a chord
with buyers, and we’ve got new colourways
and leather and suede combinations for
a/w 15. The classic Service boot is also drawing
attention, but the Bridgemen is really the one
that sets us apart from the rest, and the go-to
boot at the show.
—

